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In their paper, “Indecomposable Parallel Maps in Tesselation Structures,” Amoroso 
and Epstein use the following Lemma 3 in order to prove Lemma 4 and thus their main 
result. The lemma as stated is not correct: 
LEMMAS ([l], p. 141). Let u’:(O, l)n-l+(O, l}b e such thatfor any OL E (0, l)“-2a’(or0) # 
a’(ol1). Then for any u2,1 ,..., u2,i-1 , u2,i+l ,..., u~,+.~ E (0, l}, there exist a,,, 1.*., qi-1 , 
%,i+1 >*.., a,,,-1 E {0, I} such that 
c = ou,,, ..’ u,,$-llu,,$+, ... al,,-,0 
and 
TX’,,/(C) = ckz2,1 ... U.&&.pm2,ifl ... u2,n--1U 
for some x E (0, l} and where u,,~ and u~,~ are in the same locution in each case. 
Amoroso and Epstein claim the proof of the above lemma follows easily from a’(olO) f 
o’(or1). Consider, however, the following counterexample. 
Let the neighborhood X’ = (- 1,O) and a’: (0, 13” ---f (0, l} be defined by: 
00 --+ 0, 01 -+ 1, 10-t 1, 11 40. 
The hypotheses are clearly satisfied. Let ua,i = 1. Then for 
Tx,,o,(c) = Ou,,,d = 01x0, 
no preimage c is possible such that 
c = Uu,,lO. 
In fact, the only preimages possible require that the right-hand 0 be replaced by i 
resulting in a preimage that is not a finite configuration. 
The proof of their main result, however, requires only a weaker statement of the 
above lemma: 
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LEMMA 3’. Let CT’: (0, 1)+-r -+ (0, 1) be such thatfor any cz E (0, l}n-2, 0’(0l0) # u’((Y~). 
Then for any ~2,~ ,..., az,i-1 , az,i+l ,..., a2,n--1 E (0, I}, there exist uISI ,..., q,+l , u~,~+~ ,..., 
aI,,-, E (0, l} such that 
C = 0Ul 1 *” U~,i-llU~,i+, .” %.?z-I 0 
and 
for some x E (0, l} and where a,,, and %,I are in the same locution. (0 v 1) means a sequence 
composed of O’s OY 1’s (i.e., any arbitrary sequence). 
The proof of this modified lemma does indeed follow immediately from a’(ar0) # I’. 
It can readily be seen that Lemma 3’ can be used in the proof of Lemma 4 to obtain 
Cr and Z2 as stated such that ?r and E2 are transformed into 
and 
rather than 
-?a = i5aj.l ‘** Uj,iXUj,i+, “. Uj,n-2$, 
and 
24 = 0Uj.l *” %,ixuj,i+l **- uj,,-,zo. 
The reasoning given in the proof of Lemma 4 can still be applied to ,Zi and ‘?i to 
establish the lemma and consequently the main theorem. 
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